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Loeb Says Com m unism  
Is N o t  Tru ly  Liberal
“ N o!” said Mr. William Loeb, pub­
lisher of the Manchester Morning 
Union, speaking at a meeting spon­
sored by the Newman Club last Mon­
day, ‘ ‘Communism is not truly liberal.”
Liberalism, according to Mr. Loeb, 
is a movement which originated in the 
nineteenth century. It was impartial, 
that is, had no special class interests, 
was religious in character, and inter­
ested in absolute justice. Communism 
fails to qualify on all counts, Loeb 
said. Impartiality, morality, justice, 
and God have no place in the Commu­
nist regime.
Loeb, looking for an explanation for 
the appeal o f the Communist line, 
cited certain faults in the American 
system which should be corrected. A 
lack of interest in government, dis­
crimination against negroes and Jews, 
the attitude that any ill can be cured 
by passing a law —  these are flaws 
which invite Communism.
But there is no easy answer, Loeb 
said. The emotional answers of capital 
and labor will not work. Many Com­
munist supporters are emotional econ­
omists, he said. Henry Wallace, he 
added, is a ‘perfect example of the 
emotional economist.”
The Communists should be dis­
covered, said Loeb. W e have a right 
to know where they are, what they are 
doing and saying, and why. The 
Communists never rest, but are al­
ways working for their cause, and the 
state has a right to protect itself by 
knowing about their activities.
Devine Addresses 
Pre-Law Gathering
The first of a series of monthly lec­
tures was instituted by the P R E -L A W  
CLUB last Monday evening. The 
initiatory lecture was given by Attor­
ney Maurice Devine of Manchester. 
This first lecture of the series, which 
will cover the various phases of the 
legal field, concerned the phase known 
as civil law.
Attorney Devine traced the history 
of law in general and listed some o f 
the qualifications for the .practice of 
law, as well as some of the opportu­
nities in the entire field and particular­
ly in the practice of civil law.
The meeting was opened by. club 
president, Charles Morang, who turned 
the gavel over to  the club advisor, Dr. 
Norman Alexander, who introduced 
the speaker of the evening. During 
the course of the introduction, Dr. 
Alexander stated that Attorney De- 
vine was now a member and had been 
chairman of the National Legislative 
Committee of the American Legion, 
is a past president o f the New Hamp­
shire Bar Association, and is a member 
of the New Hampshire Merit Coun­
cil. As a member of the American 
Legion Legislative Committee Mr. De- 
vine was instrumental in the drawing- 
up of Public Law 346, commonly 
known as the G. I. Bill of Rights.
Attorney Devine first gave his 
Alumni Room audience a background 
for his talk by tracing briefly the his­
tory of law and laws from the English 
Common Law and “ trial by ordeal” 
down through the very latest adminis­
trative tribunals of today such as the 
I.C.C. and the F.C.C. Mr. Devine 
noted with emphasis the flexibility of 
the legal codes, even the Constitution 
of the United States. He also stated 
that the requirements for the practice 
of law were becoming more and more 
strict but that the field was wide open 
for those with the proper equipment.
UNH Student Victim 
Of Tragic Accident
A verdict o f accidental death by rifle 
shot was given in a tragic accident 
which claimed the life of Thomas L. 
Murphy, ’51, of 141 Bridge St., Ber­
lin, N. H., early Thursday evening.
Proctor Stephen Weglarz, while 
making a routine room inspection in> 
East Hall, discovered Murphy’s body 
lying on the floor of his room with a 
.22 caliber rifle by his side. Procitor 
Weglarz immediately notified House 
Mother Mrs. Edwards, who called Dr. 
W . E. Batchelder and Chief of Police 
Louis Bourgoin.
A  police investigation headed by 
Sheriff Thomas Scruton, State Troop­
er Hildreth, and the county coroner, 
gave a verdict of accidental death. Dur­
ing the investigation, the Rev. Father 
O ’Connor offered last rites for the de­
ceased. The body was removed to the 
Griffen Funeral Parlors in Dover.
The official police report states that 
Murphy was accidentally killed while 
inspecting the rifle, which had been 
newly purchased only the day before 
the accident,
Murphy, a freshman, was enrolled 
in the Electrical Engineering course 
and was a member o f the Newman 
Club.
N. H. History Dug 
From Dusty Files
The end of the year is always a time 
of pausing and looking back over the 
shoulder at the highlights of the past. 
Some like to look back and muse up­
on the past, taking courage there to go 
into the future. Others look back on 
the past only to sigh with relief that 
it’s over with.
W e, on the staff of The New Hamp­
shire, want to take the time, now, to 
look back, not on the year 1947, but 
way back to the days “ when Mother 
was a girl” and The New Hampshire 
was just a-borning.
Digging back into our dusty files we 
have uncovered the following gems 
from the glittering history of the cam­
pus paper here at UNH . W e kind of 
like the traditions that have been es­
tablished by the journalistic endeavors 
of students, past and present. Here 
are some of the more outstanding.
The New Hampshire, compared with 
earlier college publications: “ There is 
much (in these old magazines) which 
is almost identically what one might 
expect to read in the current issue of 
the New Hampshire. As an example, 
in one issue there is a note to the effect 
that ‘The Isolated Order of Big Jays 
are seen in straw hats, seersucker 
coats, ice cream trousers, russet shoes, 
light outing flannels, and similar sea­
sonable garments.’ There is also found 
a form of humor which no regular 
reader of the New Hampshire would 
fail to recognize since there is little 
difference in the rather heavy handed 
(continued on page 8)
NOTICE
The SCM  wishes to thank the Stu­
dent Committee and the help of Notch 
Hall for the use o f the Hall and the 
wonderful refreshments prepared for 
the carollers Sunday night.
The SCM also would like to take 
the initiative in expressing the delight 
of the students at the University’s 
Christmas decorations.
Students from New York 
Urged to Apply for Bonus
Students eligible for New York State 
W orld War II veterans bonus pay­
ments were advised recently by Leo 
V. Lanning, State Bonus Bureau di­
rector, to fill out application forms in 
their home communities before the 
close of the coming holiday recess 
period —  but not (before January 1.
Although the forms will not be dis­
tributed publicly until Dec. 31, Mr. 
Lanning said veterans now attending 
colleges likely would save themselves 
considerable time if they obtain, exe­
cute and mail in their applications be­
fore returning to their respective cam­
puses after New Year’s Day.
The director called special attention 
to the residence certificate on the ap­
plication form VB-1, and stressed that 
it must be signed by a New York 
State adult resident, who is not related 
to the applicant.
“ This means,” Mr. Lanning ex­
plained, “ that a veteran attending an 
out-of-state college who is eligible for 
the New York State bonus cannot sat­
isfy the residence certificate require­
ment by having, for instance, who is 
not a New York resident, sign the cer­
tificate.”
“ It is for that reason,” the director 
continued, “ that veterans, especially 
those attending out-of-state schools 
and colleges are advised to complete 
application forms as soon as the New 
Year opens and before returning to 
their respective campuses, if they de­
sire payment as soon as possible.”
However, Mr. Lanning added, a 
veteran does not have to apply imme­
diately if he does not choose to do so. 
At present, the director stated, the 
law does not provide any future time 
limit for filing applications.
The following telegram was re­
ceived by The New Hampshire on 
Monday, Dec. 15:
From: Baton Rouge, La.
To: Editor of New Hampshire
“At this season especially, we think 
of all our good friends in Durham, 
hoping that our best wishes for your 
happiness and well-being will be ful­
filled at Christmas and throughput 
1948. There will always be a part of 
Durham in Louisiana.”
(Signed)
Harold and Persis Stoke
Hunter Hall Entries Win 
Ping-Pong Tournament
Recently at Durham Notch Hall a 
mammouth, campus-wide ping-pong 
tournament was put on. The cup was 
awarded, for singles, to Bob Perolman 
of Hunter Hall who easily beat “ Red” 
Thayer three straight games. It 
seems as if Hunter has a monopoly on 
the situation as the same Bob Perol­
man, along with Arnold Schwartz, al­
so won the Doubles championship.
It’s true that everoyne on campus 
doesn’t win cups everyday, but don’t 
be discouraged. Now that the tourna­
ment has ended everybody is welcome 
to try their hand at pingpong up at 
the Notch.
NOTICE
All organizations and individuals 
who want material published in the 
Jan. 8 issue of The New Hampshire 
should have this material in the of­
fices, top floor of Ballard Hall, no la­
ter than Sunday night, Jan. 4.
Any material for The New Hamp­
shire can be left at their offices any 
time of day by putting it under the 
door. This week’s events will com­
prise the majority of the next issue, so 
all news stories should be turned in 
promptly to be sure of being printed 
in the first issue o f the new year.
Tom  C o tte r  E lected  
President o f Senior Class
NH Alumni Sponsor 
Second Annual Dance
The Manchester branch of the UNH 
Alumni Association is sponsoring the 
second of its annual dances for Man­
chester students home on vacation at 
the Hotel Carpenter, Friday, Dec. 26, 
from 8 to 12. Tickets will be $1.25 
per person, tax included.
Lt. Col. Even Bartlett Jr., chairman 
of the dance committee, appointed the 
following sub-chairmen: James Maho­
ney, chairman of publicity; Robert 
Browning, chairman of the hall; Clark 
Flanders, chairman in charge of tick­
ets; Rachel Laflamme, general secre­
tary of committees; Gus Gilman, chair­
man of student ticket promotion; and 
Robert Lietch, music chairman.
Biff Glassford, Dean Everett Sack- 
ett, Bill Prince and their wives are the 
tentative chaperones.
Alpha Zeta Sponsors 
All-Aggie Meeting
The first all-Aggie get-together for 
agricultural students and faculty was 
held last Wednesday in N H Hall.
Highlight of the evening was an 
address by Dean Robert Chandler, 
who was introduced by master o f 
ceremonies, William Gabriel. Dean 
Chandler emphasized agriculture’s all- 
important task of providing food for 
the world” and the long-range plan­
ning necessary for fulfillment of this 
program. He expressed the desire 
that all students properly fitted go on 
to further study in the field of scien­
tific agriculture.
Alpha Zeta, honorary society for 
agricultural students, which sponsored 
the meeting, reported that many of 
the three hundred present suggested 
making the get-together a regular af­
fair, to be held at least once a semes­
ter.
Movies and a surprise quiz program 
involving members of the staff Were 
followed by refreshments.
Student Council announces the re­
sults of the class elections held last 
Tuesday and Wednesday as follows:
Class of 1947 —  President, Tom  
Cotter; for the office of vice-president 
a tie vote resulted between John A t­
wood and Sparky Goss; Treasurer, 
Art Massenoo; Secretary, Joan Til­
ton.
Class of 1949 —  President, Ernie 
Rainey; Vice-president, Shaine De- 
vine; Treasurer, Clayton Lane; Sec­
retary, Neil Glynn.
Class of 1950 —  President, Joe Duf­
fy; Vice-president, Jim Nestor; Treas­
urer, Shirley H oyle; Secretary, Tom  
W . Charron.
Class of 1951 —  President, Russell 
Page; Vice-president, William Rex- 
ford; for the office o f  treasurer a tie 
vote resulted between George Pearl- 
(continued on page 8)
UNH Rifle Team Shoots 
Postal Match with Mass.
The UNH Rifle Team, under Cap­
tain John Batchelder, shot a postal 
match with Mass. State last Friday. 
In a postal rifle match, five targets are 
fired ^t each school and then the tar­
gets are exchanged by mail. The re­
sults will be shown in the next issue of 
The New Hampshire.
The rifle team will meet with Bow- 
doin College at Brunswick, Me., Jan. 
10, 1948, for the second match o f the 
season.
Captain Batchelder stresses the need 
for additional members for the rifle 
team. All applicants for the squad are 
requested to report to the rifle range 
under the fire house Monday, W ed­
nesday, or Friday between the hours 
of one and four.
Rifles and ammunition will be sup­
plied by the Military Department.
M /Sgt. John Stempkowski is in 
charge of the coaching o f the rifle 
•team, and all men interested in trying 
out for the team should contact M /Sgt. 
Stempkowski to arrange for tryouts. 
The team that will fire regularly will 




Palmer Reeves, President o f the In­
ter-fraternity Council has announced 
plans for the annual Inter-fraternity 
Council Dance, to be held Jan. 9, 1948 
from 8 to 12 in NH Hall.
Red Davis o f Theta Kappa Phi and 
Rocky Raduazo o f Theta Chi have 
been appointed co-chairmen of the IFC 
Dance Committee. The committee has 
announced that decorations will fea­
ture house flags from all the fraterni­
ties on campus.
This first dance of the New Year 
will be semi-formal and open to all stu­
dents on campus, whether fraternity 
members or not.
The Wildcat Band, led by the inim­
itable Andy Hastings, will furnish 
dance music to please the hearts of 
the most discerning dancers.
Tickets for the first social engage­
ment o f ’48 will go for $1.50 per couple. 
It may be wise to save a bit o f that 
Christmas money to buy a couple of 
ducats for you and your gal.
Refreshments will be served during 
the intermission period. Remember 
the date —  Jan. 9; the place —  NH 
Hall; the time —  8 to 12.
Gibbs Sets the Pace 
In Christmas Spirit
Every evening now the Quad is 
treated to the strains of carols broad­
cast from Gibbs Hall, For this and 
many other reasons Gibbs is a stand­
out among the dorms during the pre- 
holiday season. Before the building 
stands a large lighted tree, upon the 
front door hangs a decorated spray, 
and lighted candles are displayed in 
the windows on either side of the door.
Saturday night' Gibbs vied with the 
frats in the color department, by sport­
ing another decorated tree in the re­
ception room  with a third small one on 
the buffet table. Also gracing the 
•table were birch logs holding rows of 
candles and a mountain of refresh­
ments. The corridors were converted 
into one long lounge, and recorded mu­
sic for dancing was wired to the lob­
by from an adjoining room.
Mrs. Wallace, Gibbs’ hard-working 
house mother, headed the chaperone 
line together with Dr. and Mrs. West, 
and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Dunn.
During the evening “ Steve”  Aliopou- 
las in the guise of St. Nick distributed 
corsages to every lady present, and the 
affair closed with the singing o f carols.
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Miss Muriel Lester
Muriel Lester Talks 
A t Church on Jan. 5
Muriel Lester will speak on M on­
day, Jan. 5 on "'The Energy of the 
Spirit” at the Durham Community 
Church. She is being brought to the 
University by SCM and the Commu­
nity Church.
Miss Lester is a world traveller who 
has recently completed a world tour 
including separated regions of India. 
The founding of Kingsley Hall, the 
famous settlement in London, has won 
for her an honored place among the 
pioneers of social work.
Renouncing a considerable inheri­
tance, Miss Lester has adopted a life 
of voluntary poverty. Her great em­
phasis upon prayer and spiritual life 
has placed her as a major influence 
for dynamic religious living.
Miss Lester has just arrived on this 
continent for a series of preaching 
missions that will take her across the 
United States. One of her engage­
ments is preaching at the Episcopal 
Cathedral in Washington.
Her most recent book, It So Hap­
pened, relates her experiences during 
the war. Since .1938 she has been 
.Travelling Secretary for the Inter­
national Fellowship of Reconciliation.
A fitting tribute has .been paid Miss 
Lester in the following words, “ Living 
simply, and sharing rape resources of 
life and spirit, her message and per­
sonality carry hope and conviction in 
this troubled age.”
. In addition to her evening address 
Miss Lester may be met informally at 
the Alumni Room of New Hampshire 
Hall at 4:30 p.m. on Monday, Jan. S.
NOTICE
Members of all musical organiza­
tions taking part in the Christmas 
Concert and members o f the music 
faculty are invited to a social hour to­
night in NH Hall after the program. 
Refreshments will be served.
Greek ttlorld 1
By Elaine Nordholm and Bob Crory
With everyone recuperating from 
the weekend’s festivities and this 
week’s exams, we are amazed at the 
abundance of news. Close scrunity 
shows that pledge lists comprise a 
good deal of it; hence: Alpha Xi, Joyce 
Brown, Shorty Boyden, Barbara 
Campbell, Carol Dineen, Carol Grace, 
Barbara Grinnell, Alice Hauslein, 
Louise Hebbard, Pat Knight, Ginny 
Wasto and Terry Winn. Phi Mu, 
Lois Hunt, Joyce Johnson, Bea Al- 
den, Florence Chandler, Joyce Thom ­
as, Mildred Burns, Elaine Reilly, Jane 
Hayes, Carol Sebold, Pat Benson, and 
Mary Rowe. Chi O, Frances Adams, 
Joey Bales, Virginia Chandler, Alice 
May Elton, Ruth Goodridge, Virginia 
Grider, Mary Ann Hearn, Shirley Le- 
mieux, Jay Matthews, Marguerite Mc- 
Murtrie, Janet Murphy, Barbara Ne­
ville, Mary Jane Stafford, Lydia 
Thorne, Toni Townsend, Nancy V o ­
gel, and Pat W ood. Alpha Chi O 
Evelyn Bliss, Nancy Brackett, Jean 
Carragher, Mary Christie, Audrey 
Constable, Janis Heald, Sally Ide 
Mary Knight, Betty Lavery, Priscilla 
Lewis, Barbara McNamara, Louise 
Pitman, Anne Reed, Joyce Whedon 
Gail Whitcomb. Theta U, Betty Bar­
ker, Claire Laporte, Marjory Holmes 
Ruth Dalzell, Betty Greene, Atena 
Costurakas, Stella Soterapoulos, Anne 
Cinlin, Anne Carpenter, Eleanor Rey­
nolds, Mary Beth Noyes. . . .. Claire 
Laporte proved a very becoming and 
popular 'Cadet Colonel and Theta U is 
rightly proud of their new pledge! 
Congratulations to her two aides 
Joyce Chandler and Joan Tilton, Chi 
O. . . . Some of the highlights of Sat 
night’s activities were SAE’s Bowery 
Brawl at which the backdoor “ Joe- 
sent-me” entrance posed a problem as 
! the only means o f gaining entrance of 
the house; Phi D U’s closely resembled 
a swanky nightclub, complete with ; 
doorman in tails; Sigma Beta’s “ Mu 
sic Shop Shuffle” had Jimmy Martel’s 
men supplying the melody; A T O ’s 
Frontier Party; TK E ’s Gay Nineties 
Review; and finally Phi Mu Delta’s 
Klondike Kick. . . . Polly Harris is 
pinned to Gus Gilman. . . . W ho in 
Theta U is wearing that new look in 
the eyebrow department. . . . With the 
walls oi Kappa Sig done in Sad Sack 
cartoons by Vern Hall, the atmosphere 
was set for the house dance following 
the Mil Art Ball. . . . Chef Marcus 
Manus served a buffet supper to start 
the evening off. . . . W e hear that the 
Trophy Room at Sigma Beta r e c e iv e d  
more attention at the Music Shoppe 
Shuffle than jlid  the dance floor. . 
Alpha Xi is looking for a Santa Claus 
for its Xmas party, Friday night. 
Here’s a good opportunity for a young 
man with a large front! . . . .  Marty 
(continued on page 7)





Personalized Christmas Cards Available
36 Hour Service
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. . .  in jazz? — light opera? — sym­
phonic?. . .  every issue of PIC carries 
the latest record news and reviews.
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Be sure  to  re a d :
O F  M I K E  A N D  M E N  
an  a r tic le  a b o u t RED B A R B E R
M E M O R Y  I S  A T R I C K  
b y  Leo n ard  R eed
PRESIDENTIAL PO SSIBILITY N o . 4  
H aro ld  Stassen
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TH£ M A G A Z IN E  
r o e  YOUNG MEN
Your radio on a Saturday afternoon. 
A deep, mellow voice—
“ In just a moment we will present 
Rump Bradly, a former Major League 
bat boy, who will give you an eye 
witness account of one of the week’s 
outstanding football contests —  when 
Technilogical Institute of Applied 
Pharmacy meets Foobar University. 
Here is Rump Bradly.”
Sharp, machine-gun voice—
“ Hello fans. This is Rump Brad­
ly, a former Major League bat boy 
boy speaking from beautiful Swamp- 
dump Memorial Stadium. It’s won­
derful football weather. The sun is 
shining, the sky is— ” loud peal of 
thunder— “ As the rain lifts I can see 
the teams are running onto the field, 
so it looks like we’re going to play 
football! T.I. of A.P. are wearing 
their usual blue helmets, red turtle 
neck sweaters, orange suspenders, 
green seersucker pants, yellow and 
black socks, and platform loafers, 
while F.U. are all in brown —  or may­
be it’s the mud.
“ The teams are lining up —  there’s 
the whistle —  and it’s the kick-off —  
a beautiful boot right into the cheer­
leaders. A .P .’.s ball. Tarheel Gum­
shoe is man in motion —  a beautiful 
reverse switchback around left end 
with an off tackle run using the full­
back as a battering ram. Looks like 
a first down from here —  it is a first 
down. Listen to the fans —  they’re 
going wild! W ait a minute! Seems 
to be something wrong with the play. 
The referee is carrying the ball back 
ten, fifteen, twenty, twenty-five yards. 
Penalty on A.P. for illegal use of Judo. 
The referee is staggering —  it looks 
like something hit him —  he’s down — 
it was a jug of cider. But the fans 
are showing real sportmanship here 
today —  listen to them cheer as the 
ref is carried from the field on an old 
raccoon coat.
“ Still A .P .’s ball. It looks like a 
pass —  quarterback Glassarm shoots 
a beauty. Butterfingers on the receiv 
ing end. H e’s got it —  runs —  on the 
twenty-five —  the twenty —  the fif 
teen —  the ten —  the” Loud buzzing 
followed by several sharp reports like 
a forty-five. Then a steady crackle as 
if a fat man were walking on ping 
pong balls. Voice, very faint—
“ What a game folks! In case you 
tuned in late the score is. . .” voice 
turns mushy as if announcer is talking 
under water with his mouth full of 
squash pie. “— meeble firp tweedly 
grew fweep finlup seven. Replace­
ments for Foobar. Hammerhead for 
Snagnasty, Ploczixcowski for O ’Tool, 
and Astigmatism for Myopia as ref 
eree. Ball is in motion. Finklestein 
has it. H e’s dodging like made 
what a run! He nears the. . .” Sev­
eral minutes of uninterrupted static. 
Faint voice gradually growing louder— 
and that’s the end of the first 
half, fans. Now for a few words from 
our sponsor.”
Very loud, very clear voice—  
“ Remember, with men who know 
fine tobacco best it’s FU M O S 1̂  to 11. 
Leading athletes smoke them. Says 
Willie Lamebrain of the Tuscaloosa 
Tomcats —  ’I smoke a carton of FU ­
M OS before every game. They help 
me with smoke screen plays’. Take 
a tip from us and buy a pack of FU ­
MOS. Smart smokers smoke ’em and 
choke on ’em. They are delicious 
with strawberries and cream. Now 
here is Rump Bradly again.”
Faint voice—
“ Hello fans. It’s half time at beau­
tiful Swampdump Stadium and the 
schools are putting on a terrific show.
I wish you could see them. The band 
is out there now, marching. They 
have just formed a hugh M .W . Or




AND A PLEASANT 
VACATION TO ALL
The Advertising Department
is it a W .M .? Anyway, it’s a great 
show. W e’re going to try and pick 
up a few cheers for you. Take it 
away, Hank.”
Dull roar like an M.G.M. mob scene. 
Faint cries of “ Down in front!” A 
woman’s high-pitched voice screaming, 
“ Freddy! Freddy! W e ’re over here. 
Freddy!” The cheer sounds like a 
cross between a B&M freight train 
getting under way and the surf at 
Hampton Beach on a windy day. It 
seems to be “ W oof! W oof! Wump! 
W oof! W oof! W ump.”
Rump’s voice— ®
That was a thrilling Foobar cheer. 
The band has begun to play and we’re 
going to try to pick it up for you, so 
you too can enjoy some of the tense, 
colorful atmosphere here today. O.K. 
Hank.”
Dull roar again, through which you 
can hear the band very faintly. It 
seems to be playing “ Mimi, the Col­
lege W idow ” or the Notre Dame V ic­
tory March —  it is a little difficult to 
tell which. The bass drum comes 
through beautifully, however.
Rump’s voice, very faint—
“ Here are a few half time scores — 
Harvard 7, Springfield Freshmen 6 ; 
B.U. 62, Notre Dame 0; Dartmouth 
21, Cherokee Reservation Indians 14; 
University of New’' Hampshire — ” 
Sound of someone starting to shave 
with an electric razor.
At this point you usually turn to 
Danny Raye and his Lovesick Ha- 
waiians or go for a nice long walk. You 
can always read about the game in 
Sunday’s paper, anyhow.
Debaters Top Five 
Schools at Vermont
UNH  varsity debating team par­
ticipated in a practice tournament for 
thirty eastern and southern colleges 
at the University of Vermont, last Fri­
day and Saturday.
The New Hampshire team won five 
of eight debates, defeating Syracuse, 
Vermont, Hamilton, St. Michael’s, and 
Maine. U N H  was beaten by Temple, 
Holy Cross, and Maine. On the final 
ratiig£, however, New Hampshire was 
graded higher than Holy Cross and 
was tied with Temple and Maine. The 
ratings were only comparative and no 
actual winner was declared. No team 
won more than six debates.
Allen Warrington (A ff.) was judged 
best speaker in three of his four de­
bates. Charles Morang (Neg.) was 
judged best speaker in one debate and 
tied for first place in two others with 
his partner, Persis Blair. The teams 
were composed of:
Affirmative —  Allen Warrington 
and Harold Achber.
Negative —  Persis Blair and Charles 
Morang.
The team was accompanied to Bur­
lington by Coach Philip Wheaton of 
the Department of Speech.
NOTICE
A meeting of all backstage crews 
will be held backstage at New-H am p­
shire Hall tonight at 7 o ’clock.
Tradition of the Vacation
The small boy who says he likes re­
cess best of all school activities still 
has the same idea in his noodle when 
he substitutes calculus for arithmetic 
and a fraternity pin for the secret code 
known only to the gang. “ Vacation” 
is a magic word carrying more conno­
tations than a book full of ordinary 
combinations of letters.
Ask any parent, who has a son home 
from college, what the score is and 
you will find that there are several 
things wrong with your question. 
Technically he may be at home, but 
practically his parents see him about 
five minutes per day. Technically he 
may be resting but practically he is 
using up more foot pounds of energy 
daily than Boulder Dam produces 
weekly. Technically he is away from 
college but practically he is knee deep 
in the college activities.
For hours near the end of each term 
there is tension in the dorms, in the 
classrooms, in the corridors and on 
the walks. Everyone is waiting for 
the hour to strike. Suitcases are 
packed, clothing stacked and money 
counted and those who await the jump- 
off have jitters in their nerves and but­
terflies in their tummys. Profs of ex­
perience sit the period out; profs of 
amateur standing sweat and fume, and 
profs who haven’t outgrown their own 
student days have their own suitcases 
packed.
It is not strange, therefore, to see 
on the printed page of the catalog the 
word “ vacation” along with such high 
sounding ones as registration or matri­
culation. “ Vacation” is not a time set 
apart but rather it is a part of the pat­
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Fraternity Rushing
Fraternity rushing ended at 8 p.m. Thursday, Dec. 11. The 
various houses had expended their bids to those men whom they 
wished to see as brothers. Would these men turn out to be the 
type that the fraternities had hoped they would be in inviting them 
to join? Only time can tell in the majority of cases. It seems too 
bad that judgments and opinions had to be formed on both sides in 
such a short time.
During the rushing season, the fraternities are open approxi­
mately seven times to those men who are interested in joining and 
to those men who have been extended invitations to come around. 
Seven times to visit 13 houses and acquaint themselves with the men 
living there. Seven times to judge and be judged by members of 
the fraternity. Seven times to form an opinion of the men and 
houses. Is this enough time? W e think not. Regardless of some 
cynics, this is an important decision for a man to make. He there­
fore should have ample opportunity and time to make the rounds 
and see just what he is getting into.
During next semester, there will be open rushing by the frater­
nities. This means that prospective pledges can come to the houses 
at any time, and may be passed or rejected when the men feel they 
really know what type of individual they are voting on. Thus am­
ple time is given to both parties to make their decisions. This is 
the way it should be.
There is an amendment before the Interfraternity Council now 
which proposes to limit the time during which freshmen and trans­
fer students may be rushed next year, but to employ open rushing 
on all other students. If anything, this should be the other way 
arc^ind. A  freshman or transfer student is relatively unknown; 
whereas sophomores and juniors have been seen around campus and 
are known either through personal contact or their extra-curricular 
activities. But if open rushing the year around is employed and is 
applied to all students, future regret, again on either side, would be 
eliminated.
It is impossible to know an individual through one or two short 
meetings and under a natural tension. Put on a more informal ba­
sis, we feel that the situation would be greatly improved and snap 
judgments eliminated.
George K. Buckley 
Paul Briand
New Appointments to Agr. 
Made by Trustees Board
Appointment of two men to the staff 
of the College of Agriculture and the 
Agricultural Experiment Station has 
been announced by Frank W . Ran­
dall, president of the Board of Trus­
tees.
Harold F. Presby, Sandwich, has 
been named an instructor in agricul­
ture, and Conrad V. Zoerb, Derry, is 
serving as poultry inspector for the 
Experiment Station.
Presby has been connected with the 
State Industrial School, Pinkerton 
Academy, Quimby School in Sand­
wich, and the Charles M. Cox Com­
pany. Zoerb is former manager of 
the Doolittle Farm, foreman of the
THE NOTCH NEWS
On Jan. 9, 1948, there will be a 
Leap Year Dance at Durham Notch 
Hall. Although the orchestra hasn’t 
been decided upon, the music will be 
“uncanned.” There will be no admis­
sion charge and all refreshments will 
be free.
■ Since the Community Sing on De­
cember 5th was such a success, there 
will be another one December 19th. 
This time there will be free refresh­
ments.
Technicolor pictures of the Toledo 
game, a description of which was 
heard at the Notch by many students, 
will be shown the first week after re­
freshments are served.
H. J. Bucci breeding plant in Mel­
rose, and manager o f Beaver Lake 
House Farms, Derry Village.
Letter to the Editor
T o the Editor:
This letter is written in regard to 
the article entitled Cum Grano Salis - 
Good Advice Given from the Decem­
ber 11th issue of The New Hampshire. 
This article strikes us as anything but 
comical, in fact it is wholly disgusting 
and can reflect nothing but discredit 
to The New Hampshire. The New 
Hampshire must be hard up for ma­
terial when they will stoop so low as 
to print such salacious and cheap 
trash. An editor who would allow such 
an article to be printed in a college 
paper, or any paper, for that matter, 
shows by this fact that he is unfit to 
edit a paper written for the perusal of 
close to 4,000 impressionable students.
W e like humor. But apparently we 
disagree as to what the word cbnno^ 
tates. Thank God that at least it 
wasn’t written by a student of the 
University of New Hampshire. 
Marjorie Hale 
Margaret McGrath
Letter to the Editor:
The talk of William Loeb, editor of 
the Manchester Union, was very in­
teresting, although it was too bad that 
he was unable to participate in a give 
and take forum with Daniel Boone 
Shirmer.
However, one thing he said proved 
to be out of kilter with the facts which 
turned up in a perfectly innocent in­
vestigation which occurred the same 
evening. In the course o f the ques­
tion period, Mr. Loeb in reply to a 
question about his rabid editorial on 
Mr. Wallace said that opinions given 
in an editorial were a natural expres­
sion of the freedom of speech but that 
he called a newspaper bad which col­
ored its news facts. All of which the 
listeners probably agreed with.
Upon arriving at the New Hamp­
shire office, I was given the assign­
ment of getting facts on Shirmer’s 




The monthly meeting of the Board 
of Directors of the Veterans’ Commis­
sary Inc. was held on Friday, Decem­
ber 5, at the home of Director John 
E. Peterson, in Portsmouth. Norman 
S. Freedman resigned as Chairman of 
the Board and Robert O. Durgin was 
elected to fill the unexpired term.
Letters are being delivered to all 
members of the Commissary. Any­
one who hasn’t received his letter by 
now may pick one up at the Commis­
sary in Apartment J-l, College Road.
Wentworth Acres members are 
urged to mail their postal cards before 
the specified date in order to be able 
to participate in new benefits which 
may be forthcoming.
Every membership card must con­
tain the name Veterans’ Commissary 
Inc. If it does not, it is not valid, and' 
will not be honored at any business 
establishment where there are discouht 
benefits. Old membership cards must 
be returned to the Commissary, where 
new cards are being issued. |
The Commissary will be/open only 
half a day during the Christmas vaca­
tion.
Campus Wives Club
The group formerly known as the 
Veterans’ Wives Club was renamed at 
the last meeting held on December 2. 
The following' officers were elected: 
President, Lee Dobrenchuk; Vice- 
President, Priscilla Mitchell; Treas- 
urer-Secretary, Barbara Reynolds; 
Treasurer, Marilyn Higley; Social 
Chairman, Patty Leavitt; Program 
Chairman, Gaby Vadeboncorier; Mem­
bership Chairman, Peggy McIntyre.
The next meeting will be held in 
New Hampshire Hall on Monday, 
January 5, at 8:00 p.m. Arrangements 
for the program are being completed. 
All wives on campus are cordially in­
vited to attend.
Business Calls Grads
At least 4900 inexperienced college graduates have lucrative 
positions awaiting them in the business world, according to a re­
cent survey taken among 120 of America’s top business concerns.
On the average, the starting salary for ne^t year’s graduate will 
be $235 a month and will be doubled in five years. Indications are 
that the larger concerns will hire a smaller percentage of college 
grads next year, hut that the smaller outfits will be in the market 
for a larger number than ever before.
Greatest demand next year will for engineers, with sales per­
sonnel second and general business people third. Engineers will re­
ceive a little more than the general average of $235 per month start­
ing pay.
Average employee turnover among college men hired last year 
has been only nine per cent. Careful selection and thorough train­
ing have been prime factors in keeping the turnover percentage at 
such a low level.
An increasing number of concerns are sending representatives 
to college campuses throughout the country to interview members 
of the graduating classes with a view to filling key positions in busi­
ness and industry. Many of these personnel executives will .be in 
Durham in coming months. A41 seniors who have not registered 
with the Placement Bureau are urged to do so in the near future.
R. C.
Senate Sits in Vermont
One of the most interesting features of the Second Annual In­
tercollegiate Debating Tournament held at the U. of Vermont last 
weekend was a Tournament Senate Session.
The Session began with Committee Meetings on Saturday af­
ternoon. The three hundred-odd debaters were divided into' Com­
mittees which drew up resolutions of national and international 
scope to be submitted to the Senate Session in the evening. Each 
Committee appointed a Reporter to be present at the Steering Com­
mittee meeting later. The Steering Committee, as in Congress, 
edited and integrated the resolutions, ending up with four meaty 
bills.
The Senate was called to order at eight on Saturday evening 
by a member of the Political Science Department of the U. of Vt. 
who sat with a copy of Roberts’ Rules of Parliamentary Procedure 
at his right hand. But for this gentleman’s guiding hand, the Ses­
sion would rapidly have become a squabble. After much discussion, 
some division, and many “ points of order,” the resolutions were 
passed and will be forwarded to President Truman for his consider­
ation. The four resolutions which resulted were as follow s:
1. That international relief be turned over to the UNESCO 
of the United Nations.
2. That an international exchange of students and professors 
be effected on a widespread scale.
3. That a compulsory course in the current social, political and 
economic problems of all the major countries of the world be estab­
lished in the public schools.
4. That the United Nations work definitely and steadily to­
ward the formation of a Federal World Government.
The Senate Session was voted a huge success by all present and 
will be continued next year. The success of the session should be 
of great interest to the students of this campus because a Congress 
along the same lines tried here last year was not carried to com­
pletion. The local legislature was to have dealt with campus prob­
lems and presented recommendations to the governing bodies of 
the University.
The greatest lack in the life of this campus is widespread stu­
dent participation in campus affairs, in this case, student govern­
ment. The two foremost causes of this condition are lack of oppor- 
unity and lack of interest on the part of the students themselves. 
This need could very definitely be filled by a Campus Congress, 
Such a Congress could be a bicameral legislature, the upper house, 
or Senate, being composed of representatives of each club or simi­
lar group, and the lower houstM^eing made up of one or more repre­
sentatives from each house and dormitory on campus, depending on 
the number of persons living therein.
An All-Student Congress would perhaps at first give the stu­
dent body only an advisory voice in campus control. After, how­
ever, proving its worth and ability to function in a representative 
and parliamentary manner, such a body could very possibly be giv­
en more and more responsibilities in the government of matters per­
taining to student affairs.
Some of the members of this campus will eventually be in the 
National Congress. All will be or are now voting for its members. 
A local Congress, elected in a representative fashion and conducted 
in strict parliamentary manner, is excellent experience for both 
those elected and observers.
A Campus Congress, however, would require University-wide 
interest and the utmost co-operation between students, the Univer­
sity administration, and the assistance of most of the faculty.
Charles H. Morang
5/ lf le r r y  C h
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D U R H A M  B U L L
By Ralph C. O’Connor
With the glories of the gridiron laid by, the sports picture of 
UNH turns to the usual Winter pastimes of Basketball, Hockey, 
Track, and Skiing. While the hopes for these teams does not ap­
proach that of “ Beef” Glassford’s talented aggregation, they are a 
part of the athletic program of the school and represent the contri­
bution of a large percentage of the student body.
The basketball team, up to this writing (Monday), are earning 
the shallow fame of being a hard luck outfit. In their first two 
games they racked up a total of 95 points to their opponent’s 98. The 
irony of losing one game by a single point' and then going out to 
drop the next tilt by two tallies is one of the freaks of the court 
game.
Last year, the quintet had a similar experience with the Maine 
five. They lost a hotly contested game by one point, 69 to 70 at 
Orono and then in the return engagement in the final game of the 
season, the Bears came from behind to nip the verdict%in the last 
seconds of play by two points, 37 to 39.
The Stanczyk men are hampered by lack of height and strong 
reserve power, which was further reduced by the loss of Andy 
Mooradian who broke his hand early in the first game.
* *
No sooner had Pat Petroski gotten off the train from Toledo 
than he started his hockey season. For the first few days he had 
his men skating on the Reservoir and then on Monday he moved 
to the rink for the first1 scrimmage of the year. It was hard duty 
for the hopeful icemen, few of whom were in condition.
Bill Forbes looked in mid-season form as he centered a line that 
had Paul Briand and George Saunders on the wings. His smooth 
play-making abilities haven’t suffered since last year and if the first 
line develops scoring punch it will be as good as any that will face 
the Wildcats.
Tom Kelly, who played wing last year but is now a defenseman, 
looked exceptionally good on power plays and may turn into a bet­
ter rear guard player than he was a forward.
The real power of the Cats is in the nets, where Bill Moore and 
Bob Keith split the work. Both of them are lettermen and both will 
be needed when the sextet face such vaunted units as the Cadets of 
West Point and the B. U. Terriers.
Ed Blood’s skiers get their first test next Sunday when they will 
race as individuals in the pre-season langlauf and giant slalom races 
at Cannon Mountain. Last year this event was cancelled due to the 
lack of snow, but this year it looks as if the thirty inches of snow 
will hold through any thaw that might come.
This will be an important meet for many men because it will 
be the first time that Coach Blood has had a chance to see them in 
competition.
The track picture right now is not too bright in view of the 
smallness of the squad. Track has always been a powerful drawing 
power in the school in spite of the lack of home meets in the winter 
season. But this year the bottom seems to have dropped out of the 
supply of talent and few men have come out to replace those lost 
from last year.
Coach Paul Sweet is not unfamiliar with this predicament be­
cause few men come here with previous experience and he always 
has had to build his teams from the ground up. However, usually 
by the time that the season got well under way, there were enough 
candidates to staff a numerically strong team at least.
He says that he has seen so much talent going to waste in his 
gym classes where men have the necessary co-ordination and timing 
to become runners and yet the thought of trying out for the track 
team never occurs to them.
At one time it was thought that a certain type of build was 
necessary, but the rise of Bob Black of Rhode Island blasted that 
theory to bits. Bob is the top harrier in the country and a fine two- 
miler and yet he never weighed more than 120 lbs.
Paul tells the story of the time he was being interviewed by a 
lanky freshman from the New Hampshire about the cross-country 
team. When the frosh had his information, Paul talked track a 
while and finally convinced the boy to come out for the team. The 
boy did, and developed into one of the best runners that ever grad­
uated from UNH.
Any man who is interested should see Coach Sweet in the Field 
House before vacation begins. The interest may be only the desire 
for a little conditioning and exercise or even to get out of regular 






’C a t  C ourtm en  Edged  
By Lowell T e x ., M . I .T .
Ed Stanczyk’s blue-bedecked hoop- 
sters got UNH basketball off to a dis­
appointing start last week dropping a 
pair of heart breaking thrillers at 
Lewis Field House.
In the season’s opener, a scrappy 
Lowell Textile five came through with 
a last minute rally that netted them a 
one point triumph, 46-45. On Friday 
a smooth, well-drilled squad o f sharp­
shooters from M IT  stood off a bril­
liant second half spurt by the Wildcats 
to win 52-50.
Lead Most of Game 
The Lowell Textile affair, as rough 
and at times as ragged a contest as is 
usually found in college circles, looked 
to be one in the Stanczyk win column 
until a few minutes before the final 
whistle. UNH  started out in fine form 
as they bolted to a quick 8 point lead 
with only a few minutes gone. The 
Textilians came back to knot the 
count only to drop behind again at the 
11 minute mark as the U N H ’s struck 
quickly on successive fast breaks. This 
gave them the 8 point advantage iVhich 
they maintained at half time.
Lowell Closes Gap 
The Lowell attack, working around 
a pair of towering centers, didn’t get 
rolling until late in the final period. 
With Levandowski, Briton and .Kat­
siaficas out on fouls, the Lowells 
fought their way to a 45-45 stalemate 
with 3 minutes to go. Here the W ild­
cats had their chance as they went to 
the line no less than six times for free 
throws, but they just couldn’t sink one. 
McKniff dumped a foul shot with sec­
onds left to provide the visitors with 
their margin of victory.
M IT Game Cleaner 
M IT  lost no time in moving out to 
a quick lead on the dead sure set shoot­
ing o f Bob Deutsch at right guard for 
■the Beantown crew. The Engineers 
deployed the style of floor game which 
stressed possession of the ball. Their 
shooting was on the slightly phenome­
nal side during the first half as their 
13 point margin at the end of the sec­
ond period would attest.
The Wildcats looked like a different 
team as they took the floor after inter­
mission. Dickie Dart stole the ball 
away and drove in for a lay up shot 
to. set the stage for the comeback. 
Twice during the middle of the session 
the Stanczykmen drove to within 5 
points of a tie. It was a pop-eyed, 
finger biting gallery Which squirmed 
through the last four minutes of play. 
Katsiaficas brought the crowd to its 
feet with a set shot from outside mak­
ing it 52-50 with tw o minutes to go. 
At this point M IT  called a time out 
and came back to put on a long freeze 
which iced the game. Millman was 
driving in to shoot when the final 
whistle put an end to Wildcat hopes 
and sent sime 900 disappointed fans 
"^away winless.
No Dribblings 
In both contest, control of the back­
boards was the deciding factor. Lyons 
and Pfister o f Lowell, both 6 feet 3 
inches and aggressive basketballers, 
were just big enough to be thorns in 
the side of UNH  all evening though 
they totaled only 14 markers between 
them.
Bill Levandowski and Art Rafferty, 
just two days returned from Toledo, 
were in 'uniform for the Lowell en­
counter and big Bill, whose height was 
plenty needed under the backboards, 
played almost the entire game. K. V. 
Dey saw his first action of the season 
in the M IT  game on Friday.
Captain A1 Briton set the scoring 
pace in the first game with six field 
goals and three free throws for his 15 
point total. Charlie Katsiaficas gave 
a shooting exhibition against M IT  
when he dumped 7 straight free throws
Meader’s 
Flower Shop |
Flowers for all occasions §|
• Corsages a specialty gj
Phone 158 
10 Third St. Dover, N. H. H
and added four two-pointers to be­
come high scorer in that game with 
15 points.
A  powerful Boston University five 
will invade the Lewis Field House to­
morrow evening for the final game 
before the Christmas recess.
Lowell Textile
G# F P
McKniff If 5 1 11
Rhodes 0 0 0
Koffman 0 0 0
Lietgeb rf 4 3 10
Horwitz 0 0 0
Pfister c 2 2 6
Lyons 3 2 8
Rudes lg 2 1 5
Davis 0 0 0
O ’Donnell 2 2 6
Ryan 0 0 0
Totals 18 10 46
New Hampshire
G F P
Dart If 3 0 6
Sheldon 0 0 0
Long 0 0 0
Katsiaficas rf 4 2 10
Rafferty 0 0 0
Kesaris 0 0 0
Briton c 6 3 15
Levandowski 1 2 4
McCormick 0 0 0
Millman lg 4 0 8
Cotter 1 0 2
Lawson 0 0 0
Mooradian rg 0 0 0
Warner 0 0 0
Tatarczuk 0 0 0
Totals 19 7 45
Wildcats First W in! 
Top Bowdoin 73-37
Last Tuesday night at the Lewis 
Field House the Wildcat basketball 
team unlocked the storehouse of 
points and ran an outclassed Bowdoin 
quintet ragged in posting their first 
victory of the year, 73-37.
The ’ Cats jumped away to an early 
8-1 edge and sparked by the miraculous 
one-handers o f  Dick Dart and the 
ball handling of Charlie Katsiaficas 
they pulled away steadily to enjoy a 
26-17 lead at half time. Dant scored 
15 of his 17 points in this one-man 
rampage.
The second half found Bowdoin 
switching from man-to-man to a zone 
defense in an attempt to prevent W ild­
cat control of the backboards. Bowdoin 
managed to stay even with New 
Hampshire in the early minutes o f the 
second half until the ’Cats put on a 25- 
point splurge to lead Bowdoin at the 
ten-minute mark, 57-28. From this 
point on it was just a matter o f how 
high the score would be. Tom  Cot­
ter personally took charge of this mat­
ter by tallying ten points over a four- 
minute period. As the game reached 
the closing stages, Coach Ed Stanczyk 
(continued on page 5)
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A few selected Arrow ties. 
Stripes, foulards or knits. Don’t 
forget yourself!
FREE BOOKLET— Write for your free guide to better dress, "T h e What, 
When and Wear of Men’s Clothing.”  Address College Dept., Cluett, 
Peabody & Co., Inc., N . Y . 16, N . Y .
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TRACK TEAM LACKS DEPTH
N e w  Runners U rg ed  to  
R eport Im m ediately
Lundholm Starts Plowing 
For Quad Skating Rink
Last Sunday morning while the good 
citizens of Hunter and Gibbs were 
sleeping off their festive dances, 
Athletic Director Carl Lundholm ap­
peared at the Quadrangle with a trac­
tor. He plowed away the assortment 
of mud and slush into a full sized 
skating rink. Now, the respective 
Sports Chairmen o f Gibbs, Hunter 
and Engelhardt are in charge of mak­
ing this pond fit for hockey and reg­
ular ice skating.
The University has allowed these 
■dormitories the use of its hoses which 
will be kept under lock and key at the 
College Road Dormitory. Anyone 
from the Quadrangle desiring to help 
improve this rink should report to 
their respective sports’ chairmen who 
will get the keys to the equipment 
locker either from Mrs. Durrance, 
Hunter Hall House Director, or Mrs. 
Cobb, Engelhardt Hall House Direc­
tor.
Daeris Restaurant
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Commuters Beat 
Hunter Hall in Top 
Intramural Tussle
Lasit week’s top Intramural game 
popped up in ithe Dormitory League 
when the undefeated and high flying 
Commuter team tangled with the 
once-beaten Hunter Hall quintet. In 
a high scoring affair, the Commuter 
club outlasted Hunter and posted a 50- 
45 victory. The first half provided the 
■bulk of the scoring with “ traveler 
lads” a nose in front by one point, 32- 
31. This was a game of individual 
scoring with Stone and Smith, of the 
Commuters tallying 22 and 12 points. 
Robinson and Hollinsworth contribut­
ing 16 and 12 points in the losing 
cause. Stone’s scoring efforts for the 
nijffvt puts him in the top spot in in­
dividual scoring honors with 501 points. 
Robinson moved into third place with 
45 points.
Gibbs defeated East 27-19, with 
Penny leading the winners by racking 
up 8 points. McFayden topped the 
losers with 6. Mates moved into fifth 
place in the individual honors with a 
total of 38 points scored this year.^
Phi Alpha Strong
Over in the Alpha League, AG R 
topped Phi Mu Delta, 33-20. Since 
the individual scoring was not kept 
during this game it is impossible to 
give credit to the scorers.
Another Alpha league battle found 
Phi Alpha whipping AGR, 23-12. 
Slotnick with 7 and Fleit with 6 led the 
winners, with White scoring 5 for the 
A G R ’s. Fleit slipped to second place 
in the individual honors and now has 
47 points for the year.
In the only Beta League contest of 
the week, Theta Chi trampled TK E, 
42-22. Harris tallied 15 points for the 
winners and also moved in the number 
four spot in player scoring race with 
41 points. Olsen with 9 and Ray with 
5 followed.
In non-league play, SAE romped 
over A T O , 39-22. Jackman and John­
son topped the winners with 11 and 8 
points respectively. Sipe scored 6 
points for the losers. 1
It’s D O N ’S in Durham
Serving meals daily
7 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Meal Tickets 
$5.50 for $5.00
W C A  N C T E S
The All-Star Tennis Squad was 
chosen by the Interclass Tennis Board 
which consisted of the Director of In­
terclass, Rae Martin, the Tennis Lead­
er, Elly Pierce, the Tennis Coach, Miss 
Ongley and the four Class Tennis 
Managers. The Board is happy to an­
nounce that in addition to the four 
class winners, Jean Deland, Doris 
Hewitt, Lydia Thorne and Sue Wilson, 
the following girls have been chosen 
to represent the University women in 
tennis next spring: Elly Pierce, Shar­
on Stepanian, Rae Martin, Phyl Ingle, 
Ingrid Ingles and Betty Emerson. 
Tftere will be practices this winter in 
preparation for an expanded program 
next spring. In addition, any girl 
wishing to make this squad may chal­
lenge any of the squad players and if 
she can beat her in an official match 
—  she may be put on the Tennis All 
Star Squad.
Interclass Basketball games will 
start after New Year’s. The teams 
will be chosen and posted this week 
in New Hampshire Hall. Also a sched­
ule o f games.
In the Co-Rec Department, the cam­
pus volleyball tournament is being 
planned to start January 12 and later. 
A set of rules and the schedule of 
games to be playe'd in the round-robin 
will be sent out to the interested 
houses.
COURTMEN
(continued from page 4)
emptied the bench of his reserves and 
gave his regulars a well deserved rest.
Four of the Wildcats readied the 
double figure mark in the game. Dick 
Dart led with 17 points and he was 
followed closely by Tom  Cotter with 
15. Charlie Katsiaficas and Bob Mill- 
man tallied 10 points.
The lineup:
U N H  (31-11-73)
D art 8-1-17; Cotter 5-5-15; Katsiaficas 4-2-10; 
Sheldon 2-0-4; L ong 0-0-0; Britton 1-0-2; K es- 
saris 0-0-0; M illm an 5-0-10; M cC orm ick 2-0-4; 
W arner 0-0-0; D ey 1-3-5; Lawson 0-0-0; Tatar- 
czuk 3-0-6. »
In another non-league game Theta 
Kappa Phi coasted over Phi Delta Up- 
silon, 23-7. Keating and Adams led 
in the scoring with 8 and 6 points.
= Main Street Durham, N. H. §
FINE FURNITURE 
FOR OYER 50 YEARS
Serving Dover and Durham





By George S. Haselton
The undefeated U N H  football ag­
gregation up to their Glass Bowl set­
back scored 35 touchdowns to a mere
7 for their opponents. The Wildcats 
amassed 239 points to a measly total 
of 49 for their foes; Ragonese scored
8 times, Mather 6, Long and Janetos 
3 each, Pritchard, Rafferty, DiRubio, 
Mikszenas, Dey and Gage 2 each. 
George Kachavos converted 29 times 
in 35 attempts for an .803 toe average.
As to yards gained rushing the 
Glassfordmen ran up 1786 to a mere 
468 for the opponents, an average of 
223 per game. Pappy Comings gained 
individual honors by averaging 11.77 
in 9 tries for 106 yards gained. Prit­
chard was next with a 7.50' average 
netting 210 yards in 28 attempts. Car­
men Ragonese was third with a 7.36 
average for 87 tries. He gained most 
yardage on the team with an impres­
sive 640 total. The longest run of the 
season was by DiRubio against North­
eastern on an intercepted pass for 70 
yards.
Passes Excel
Now to Bruce Mather and his sen­
sational pass work. In 8 games he 
threw 89 passes completing 49 (with 
only 3 intercepted) for a .550 average 
and net yards gain of 892. 7 of his
heaves resulted in touchdowns. As a 
team the Wildcats completed 51 out 
of 107 aerials for 926 yards and a .477 
average; the enemy gained 683 yards 
through the air lanes. Mikszenas 
caught 14 tosses for 297 yards; Dey 
was second to him with 9 catches for 
200 yards. The longest pass of the 
season was Mather to Dey for 71 
yards against Springfield, not resulting 
in a score though.
The Glassfordmen notched 101 first 
downs to the opponents 60 but didn’t 
fare so well on penalties. The rough 
and tumble Durhamites were penalized 
570 yards to the enemies’ 195; also the 
distance of UNH  punts from scrim­
mage was only 1574 yards to the foe’s 
1955 —  probably as they were forced 
to kick more often.
Frosh Court Squad 
Deep in Reserves
Hank Swasey, A1 Briton, and Andy 
Mooradian, joint tutors o f the big 
Freshman basketball contingent, an­
nounced last week that present plans 
call for a twenty-four man squad to 
open their ten-game season next 
month. They plan to utilize the depth 
of the outfit by playing the two team- 
system, substituting complete fives, 
the style H oly ’Cross made popular a 
year ago.
The first tw o teams appear to be on 
a near par, though the first five has a 
slight height advantage. T|hey are 
using the give and go type of floor 
game with the center the pivot man 
on most plays. Andy Stergion, Bud 
Carbonneau, Bill Haubrich, Paul 
Wyman, and Norman Grandmaison 
compose the top team at present while 
Harvey, O ’Brien, Clark, Stone, and- 
Rafferty round out the first ten.
Man for man, they will probably not 
face any taller opposition all season as 
the team averages 6'2".
The current varsity track team is 
the smallest group Coach Paul Sweet 
has ever worked with in the twenty- 
five years that he has been at the helm 
of the track destinies of the University. 
At present the squad numbers less 
than thirty men. This is an except­
ionally small showing in view of the 
fact that the usual travelling team has 
to be at least thirty-five if there is to 
be any hope of success.
The men presently on the team will 
have ito double up on events, but the 
extra strain will cut down the efficiency 
of their performance in their best 
events.
Talent Needed
Coach Sweet feels that many men 
in school who have the potential tal­
ent for track have neglected to go out 
for the sport because they feel that it 
is necessary to be another Boo M or- 
com, Ed Styrna, or Si Dunklee to 
make the team. Also a large percent­
age of the students come from high 
schools which did not have track teams 
and they feel this lack o f experience 
will hamper them in collegiate compe­
tition.
This is not the case. Any man that 
shows interest in track will not be cut 
from the squad and Coach Sweet has 
a record for turning out good track 
men from untried material. All that he 
wants from the students is the willing­
ness to learn. He will do the rest.
Few Stars
The squad is sparked by a handful 
o f good men but the lack of depth in 
many events give the opposing teams 
points which they can get by merely 
entering a man. The Sweetmen will 
have to get these points back the hard 
way, by having the versatile perform­
ers go in several events.
The team will be led by Ed Styrna, 
who is one of the leading nominees 
for the Olympic team. Ed will throw 
the 35 lb. weight and also the Discus. 
Dick Lopes is slated to be the jack-of- 
all-trades and will perform in the dash, 
low hurdles, high jump, broad jump, 
shot put, and discus.
Names and Events
The rest of the squad and their 
events are as follows: 40-yard dash—  
Barndollar, Dick Mullavey, Dick 
Sweet, A1 Ennis, and Jim Pritchard; 
300-yard run— Bruce Mather, Jim 
Pritchard, Dick Mullavey; 60€-yard 
run—  Dick Sweet and Art Battey; 
1000-yard run— Vern Hall, Ollie Hub­
bard; mile run— Vern Hall, A1 Neff, 
Bob Johnson; two-mile— Russ Chase, 
Bob Paulson ,Bob W ilson; high hur­
dles— Frank Barndollar and Gray; low 
hurdles— Frank Barndollar and Gray; 
pole vault— George W ulfing; broad 
jump— Jim Pritchard, A1 Ennis; high 
jump— Jack Gamble, Joe Manuel; shot 
—'Norton Tupper; discus—Gamble 
and Tupper; 35 lb. wt.— Ted Pieciorak, 
Stuart Shaines.
JIM HAINE, Tailor
Cleaning, Pressing, Repairs 
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UNH Pre-Medicals 
Form New Society
The UNH  Pre-Medical Society has 
recently been organized under the 
guidance of Dr. George M. Moore, 
and its constitution has been sanc­
tioned by the Association of Student 
Organizations. Students may become 
eligible for admission during the sec­
ond semester of their sophomore pre­
medical studies.
The purposes of the society are: (1) 
to bind together similarly interested 
students; (2) to encourage excellence 
in pre-medical work by furnishing a 
goal for the student; (3) to act as a 
force to crystalize any effort for the 
good of the pre-medical student; (4) 
to bridge the gap between the pre­
medical and the medical schools by 
supplying pertinent information.
Officers elected at a recent meeting 
were: Rocco Raduazo, president; Ed­
mond Gauron, vice president; Jackie 
Bean, secretary; David Cleasby, treas­
urer; Mary Day, publicity chairman. 
Dr. George M. Moore is advisor for 
the group.
There will be an open meeting on 
Monday, January 12, 1948, at 7 p.m. 
in Nesmith Hall. A speaker will pro­
vide an interesting talk and all fresh­
men and first-semester sophomore 
pre-medical students are especially 
urged to attend.
Social Hour is Planned 
By Applied Farming Club
A  social get-together, under the 
sponsorship of the Applied Farming 
Student Organization, will be held in 
the Alumni Room of New Hampshire 
Hall on Dec. 18, at 3:30 p.m.
Plans drawn up at a recent meeting 
of the organization will include a “ get 
acquainted” hour with agricultural 
faculty members on hand to meet in­
terested members of the club.
At a recent meeting o f the Student 
Organization, the following officers 
and committees were appointed: Pres­
ident John Flanders (A .F. ’48), Vice 
President Karl Barnard (A .F . ’49), 
Secretary-Treasurer James Martell (A. 
F. ’49), Social Committeemen Paul 
McEwen, Jeffrey Duffill, Kenneth 
French and Richard Van Dyne. Law­
rence Eaton will serve as Publicity 
Chairman.
Merrill Delegate to 
4-H Club Congress
William Merrill, a member of the 
class of 1951, has returned to the Uni­
versity following a trip to the National 
4-H Club Congress which was held 
in Chicago on Dec. 1-5, where he 
served as a New Hampshire delegate.
With its headquarters at the Ste­
vens Hotel, the Congress o f over 1500 
delegates from 47 states and 23 foreign 
nations, discussed their convention 
theme, “ W orking Together For A 
Better Home and W orld Community.” 
Towards this aim, the delegates do­
nated $612 for aid to foreign coun­
tries through the relief organization 
C.A.R.E.
Merrill had one of the big moments 
in his young life when he was inter­
viewed on the National Barn Dance 
program which was broadcast over 
the Pacific Coast stations, Thursday 
evening. He appeared on the broad­
cast with a delegate from W yom ing 
and another from Indiana.
Miss Ann Fife of Bosawen, N. H., 
received a $200 scholarship at one of 
the many banquets held during the 
convention under the sponsorship of 
national business firms. Over $21,000 
in scholarships were given at the Con­
gress.
Other University members who 
made the trip were Mr. C. B. W ad- 
leigh and Miss W . Wilson of “ T ” 
Hall, who served as club leaders and 











In muddy fields 
March twelve tin men 
Six on six in 
Tw o smug rows,
Their cold cruel steel 
So soon to speak 
When life shall end 
And death begin.
In muddy fields 
Wait three doomed youths 
W ho see beyond 
This last red dawn,
W ho, sensing truth,
Had dared defy 
A  mighty lie 
And so must die.
County Forester Appointed 
To Assist Local Farmers
, Appointment of Louis P. Bissell, 
Wellesley, Mass., as forester for Graf­
ton County has been announced by 
Frank W . Randall, president of the 
Board of Trustees..
Mr. Bissell will begin his work, as­
sisting farmers and woodland owners 
with problems of forest management, 
on Jan. 1, replacing W . A. Johnson.
A  graduate of UNH and the Yale 
School of Forestry, Mr. Bissell served 
in the U. S. Army from 1942 until 
1946, and has had experience as a tim- 
berland surveyor for a California lum­
ber company, and as hut manager for 
the Applachian Mountain Club, Pink- 
ham Notch, N. H.
Navy Engineers Speak to 
Students on Land Project
The little known story of Navy en­
gineers who design 'such dry-land 
structures as roads, churches, hospi­
tals, and public utility plants was told 
to an audience of engineers by Com­
mander F. E. Swanson, CEC, U. S. 
Navy, at a meeting on Dec. 11 at the 
University of New Hampshire.
Commander Swanson assured his 
audience that no engineering career 
offered more variety of engineering 
experience, more responsibility for 
young engineers, or higher pay. He 
also pointed out that the variety of 
jobs handled by the Civil Engineer 
Corps open# up opportunities for all 
branches of engineering.
Further information concerning a 
career in the Civil Engineer Corps 
may be obtained from the Office of 
Naval Officer Procurement, 495 Sum­
mer St., Boston or from the Director 






Open 8:15 a.m. —  4:45 p.m.
New Essay Contest 
World Peace Program
A first prize of $1000, with thirteen 
additional awards amounting to $2000, 
will be distributed to college students 
by the Taminent Social and Economic 
Institute, 7 East 15th Street, New 
York 3, N. Y. for the best 5000 to 
6000 word essay on “An American 
Program for W orld Peace in the 
Present -Crisis.” Closing date of the 
contest is April 23, 1948.
The contest is open to all under­
graduate college students. Entry 
blanks will be sent on request. No 
manuscript will be accepted unless it 
is typed and double-spaced. Manu­
scripts must be original, unpublished 
works. No manuscripts will be re­
turned unless accompanied by a 
stamped, addressed envelope. The 
rights and title to the prize-winning 
essays, including the right of publica­
tion, will be retained by the Institute.
The prizes for the current contest 
are: first prize, $1000 cash; second 
prize, $500 cash; two third prizes, each 
$250 cash; ten fourth prizes, each $100.
Write injuries in dust, but kind­
nesses in marble.




















Quick and Courteous 
Service
Main St. Durham, N. H.
The Exeter Shop
HAAS AND FORBES 
Typewriter Exchange
Leave your typewriters for re­
conditioning over the holidays.
or
Turn it in toward a-new 







I Andrea J. LaRochelle
■/ Jeweler
J Formerly E. R. M :Clintock
I Watchmaking, Engraving, and Jewelry Repairing
Dover, N. H. Rochester, N. H.
* ■
Miss Your Dinner ( if  have to)
Miss Your Date ( if you must)
...
T HE  NEWEST, MOST T H R I L L I N G  T A L E N T  HUNT IN A M E R I C A  
I N C L U D I N G  TOP STARS FROM THE C O L L E G E S . . .
“ PHILIP MORRIS NIGHT
WITH
HORACE HEIDT”
• Every Sunday Night Over NBC, P h ilip  M o r r is  
F in d s a  S t a r  in a search for the great stars of 
tomorrow. Performers from all over the country 
. . .  including the top talent picked from the 
colleges! Music, drama, thrilling entertainment.. .  
weekly prizes of $250 . . .  and to the winner of the 
year — movie and radio contracts, plus a grand 
prize of $5000 in cash!
For perfect listening, make a date for 
Sunday night and hear the stars of tomorrow with 
P h ilip  M o r r i s ! And for perfect smoking.. .today, 
tomorrow, always. . .  light up a P h ilip  ̂ I o r r i s ,  
America’s FINEST Cigarette!
i
. V  might OVER N B C . . . UNTIL THEN 
BE W,TH US S V B * SUNDAY- N.OHTO .
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Broke Vet Wails Tale of W oe  
Over Hi-Cost of Formal Dance
By Leo F. Redfern
Formal dances are alright, I guess, 
for engaged couples or folks celebrat­
ing their silver wedding anniversary. 
But single guys, like myself, and new­
ly-weds prefer something a little more 
informal.
The disadvantage for the newly­
weds, of course, is the cost. Starting 
out with a small budget doesn’t allow 
for too much to be spent on formal 
affairs. The disadvantages to me are 
the same financially, and in addition, 
the more difficult problem of getting 
a date.
Now you are probably thinking that 
any guy who can’t get a date is a drip. 
Well, alright, I ’m a drip —  but I ’m a 
male, too, and I always thought that 
counted for something. At least at 
dances.
First, I wrote to a big heartbeat 
back home. She would “ have been 
thrilled to • death, just too delighted, 
etc.” but her cousin Charley from Yale 
was coming up that weekend to do 
some skiing. Well, I ’ve known this 
ginch for some years and I never 
knew she had a cousin Charley, es­
pecially a Charley going to Yale. Be­
sides, I ’m not so much a local-yokel 
that I don’t know what kind of exer­
cise a Yale man means when he says 
skiing. Those Southerners from New 
Haven still think skiis are made from 
barrel staves.
W ell, nothing daunted, I wrote to a 
small pulse-exciter over in Maine. She 
was willing to come. That would have 
suited me fine, except she sent a twen­
ty-three page affidavit she wanted me 
to sign. It contained, among other 
legalities, a clause that I would guar­
antee her round-trip passage, another 
that I would reserve her a single room 
in the best hotel in Dover, another re­
quiring $1000 bond on my good con­
duct, and numerous quotations from 
the Mann Act. Not having $1000 to 
throw away I decided to forget that 
angle.
N ow  by this time, time was short. 
That’s the way it is with time —  all 
the time. Digging out my black book 
from the bottom of the safe, I choose 
a few random phone numbers.
I should have been more careful. 
The first number I called turned out 
to be a bookie in Portsmouth. On a 
hunch I put two bucks on a nag called 
“ Let’s Dance.”
Using more discretion this time, I 
called a local belle, asking her if she 
would care to be the belle of the ball, 
with me as her escort. She said: “ I ’ve 
been out with you before, don’t you 
remember?”
“ Oh yes, I said, hanging up, “ Sorry 
to have bothered you.”
Giving up the phone, because I ran 
out of nickels, I decided that personal 
contact would be a better approach. 
Sauntering over to the soda fountain 
I accosted Agnes, telling her that my 
fondest dream was to escort her to 
the Ball. She went off into peals of 
laughter.
“ Y ou ’re a scream,”  she howled. 
Then, wiping the tears from her eyes 
she gushed, “ W hat a card you are!” 
“ Yeah, I know, I ’m a joker.”
This sent her back into more gales 
of laughter. By this time everyone
in the joint had an ear in my personal 
love-life.
“ I ’d love to go with you, you silly 
boy, but I ’ve already been asked.” She 
said a wee bit smugly, “ If you want 
to ask a girl, find out first if /she’s al­
ready been asked.”
“ W hat do I do,” I replied, “ just ask 
her point blank?”
“ Use a little psychology,” said a guy 
with thick glasses who was drinking 
coffee.
“ Be subtle,” said a blonde quail who 
was sipping a coke.
“ I ’ll tell you what,” said a dissipated 
looking individual who was drinking 
a Bromo at the end of the fountain, 
“ Call up a gal and tell her you are 
conducting a poll on campus to see 
how many are attending the Ball. If 
she says she has no plan for going, 
then you ask her.”
It sounded like a good idea —  at the 
time. Borrowing a nickel, I entered 
the phone booth, with half the store’s 
occupants trying to crowd in beside 
me. Getting Ginger on the phone, I 
went into my spiel. “ No, she hadn’t 
planned on attending the Ball.” I 
covered up the mouthpiece and turned 
to the mob.
“ Im in like Fynn,” I said.
“ Th^n hows about going with me,” 
I inquired of Ginger.
“ Sorry,” she murmured, “but I have 
other plans. I ’m going on a Lost 
Weekend.”
Well, the crowd in the store was 
sympathetic, but not much help. The 
blonde offered to buy me a coke. 
“ Drinking will help y.ou forget,” she 
said. I looked at her.
“ N o,” she said, “ I ’ve already been 
asked.”
Things were rather desperate now. 
So I went outside and stood on the 
sidewalk. Every gal that gippity- 
hippqd by I would ask if she cared to 
attend the Ball. I wasn’t making 
much progress, frankly, when Louie 
drove up in his new car. Louie and 
I engaged in a debate over Constitu­
tional rights vs. Durham Ordinances. 
By the time I was convinced that 
Durham Ordinances took precedence 
over the Constitution, I had lost sev­
eral good prospects who had walked 
by. I accepted defeat gracefully by 
muttering a few well chosen words un­
der my breath.
So you see how it is trying to get 
a date-mate.
“ W hat’s that you say, pretty little 
coed?” . . .“ It’s a shame the boys here 
at college are too stingy and conceited 
*to take a girl to the Ball?” “ Be care­
ful, fair young maiden, or you’ll be 
clobbered to death.” . . .“ W here was 
I the night of the Ball?” “ I was at 
the Kimball, my dear, waltzing with a 
glass of beer. Wanna make somepin’ 
o f it?”
Canterbury Club
There will be a meeting of the Can­
terbury Club tonight at 6:30 at 14 Bal­
lard Street. All SCM will be present. 
The speaker will be Bill Stringfeller 
of Bates, and his subject will be “ Out­
standing Personalities at Oslo.”
Wishing our many customers
I  ^  4®krrg Christmas anft a Papptt Niki Pear
THE CAMPUS TOGGERY
44 Main Street Durham, N. EL
GREEK WORLD
(continued from page 2)
King of Phi Mu is pinned to Stewart 
Hobbs of Theta Delta Chi of M IT. 
. . . . Chi O’s Margaret Bishop is en­
gaged to Richard Nixon; she received 
her ring last week-end on her birth­
day. . . . Duane Hatch and Ted 
Pieciorak of Sigma Beta upheld the 
honor of the house at the Mil Art Ball 
with Scabbard and Blade. . . . Theta 
Chi brought back their traditional 
barn dance with a pig, calf, two 
lambs and a slide. . . . Chi O extends 
its sincere thanks to the boys at 
Pi K A for getting them a Christmas 
tree. . . . AGR shook the floor with 
a barn dance Saturday nite. . . . Jimmy 
Martel supplied the melody for Sigma 
Beta and guests at the house dance 
Saturday nite. . . .A. Hasting and his 
Frontier Four murdered the classics at 
A T O ’s Frontier Frolics. . . . Richard 
Mansfield and Robert Jobes dropped 
their Maltese Corsaires to Pat Smith 
and Lois Evans who are off campus.
. . . . The pace has been too much 
for the furniture at Phi D U ; they 
were forced to buy a new stock to re­
place the old. . . . AGR had the pleas- 
use of feasting their eyes upon a New 
York model by the name of “ Dim­
ples,” escorted by none other than Ted 
Wielgus. . 01. . Correction: Phi D U 
proudly boasts umpty ump $$ of new 
furniture. . . . Henry Hogue of T K E  
is engaged to Miss Jean McAllister of 
Exeter, N. H. . . . W e hear that a 
Theta U is in dire need of a good 
plastic surgeon to repair damage done 
last Friday nite. . . .AGR’s Cal W hit­
ney announced his engagem ent' to 
Helen O ’Donnell of Portland, Me. . . . 
W ho got rambunctious and stuck his 
fist thru T K E ’s front door window 
Sunday a.m.? . . . .  A  speedy recovery 
to Judy Hill of Alpha Xi from the 
Greeks. . . . Hats off to Theta Kap 
with eight of the sixteen class officers: 
senior class: Tom  Cotter, president; 
Art Massucco, treasurer; junior class: 
Ernie Rainey, president; Shane De- 
vine, vice-president; sophomore class: 
Joe Duffy, president; Jim Nestor, vice- 
president; Billy Charron, treasurer; 
freshman class: Russ Page, presid^pt.
. . . .The unusual quiet of Alpha Xi 
Sunday morning was due to hoarse 
throats from corn-cobs fired up the 
nite before. . . .W hat’s the story on 
“ buddy” week with girl-friends at Sig­
ma Beta. . . . Eli Gay went to Boston 
last week-end to see that Colgate man, 
accompanied by Marie Susmann, 
whose second home is in Boston. 
Right, Frank? . . . .  Theta Kap’s “ A l­
fred” left for a deer-hunting expedition 
after the house dance last Saturday 
nite. W hat’s the story Fitz? . . . . 
SAE’s Bowery Brawl promises to be 
the biggest affair of the season with 
repercussions as far as Washington 
(with the possible exception of the 
Carnival). . . .  A  certain pledge at 
Phi D U is starting a club for out­
casts. Lost weekends coming too 
fast, boys? . . . .  Greek W orld wishes 
a very Merry Christmas and an extra 
Happy New Year to everybody on 
campus. W e will see you, fresh and 
ready to go, after vacation.
Hunter Hall Holds 
Open House, Dance
A view of dormitory life was of­
fered to all campus residents, includ­
ing faculty members, the student body, 
and Durham citizens, Friday afternoon 
and evening when Hunter Hall opened 
its gaily bedecked halls for one of the 
first house receptions ever held on 
campus.
Over 300 people were met at the 
front door by House Prexy Pat Con­
nors, and the house mascot, a massive, 
stuffed, tiger. After receiving the 
greetings of House Mother Mrs. Dur- 
rance, the guests were guided through­
out the building on an inspection of 
all rooms and lounges.
In the main, lounge on the lower 
floor, refreshments consisting o f open- 
faced sandwiches, stuffed dates, candy 
mints and tea and coffee were served 
during the playing of Christmas melo­
dies on the piano by Bob Patrolman. 
The halls and lounges were decorated 
with Christmas bunting and trees in 
keeping with the nearing holiday 
spirit.
Chaperones for the affair included 
house mothers Mrs. Pearl, Mrs. An­
drew, Mrs. McClellan, Mrs. Mauldin, 
and Mrs. Dow.
T o round offt the weekend, a house 
dance was held on Saturday evening 
with phonograph music. Mr. and Mrs. 
Lundholm and Dean W oodruff served 
as chaperones for the dance.
Navy Tells Students 
Of Supply Corps
Presenting a picture of a career with 
variety, Lieutenant Commander P. R. 
Clark of the U. S. Navy visited U N H  
on Dec. 11 to inform senior students 
of opportunities available as commis­
sioned officers in the Supply Corps.
Lt. 'Com. Clark stated: “ The Sup­
ply Corps is the business organization 
of the Navy. . . Supply officers are en­
gaged ashore in duties closely parallel­
ing civilian pursuits and yet lead a 
typical Navy life while assigned to sea 
duty.”
Senior and graduate students who 
are interested in investigating careers 
as Naval Officers in the Supply Corps 
may obtain information from the O f­
fice of Naval Officer Procurement, 
495 Summer St., Boston, or from the 
Director of Placement at the univer­
sity.
Alpha Chi Sigma Initiation 
Of Sixteen New Members
Sixteen men were initiated into A l­
pha Chi Sigma, national honorary 
chemistry society, at ceremonies held 
in James Hall, Saturday afternoon.
Am ong those honored were: John 
H. Batchelder, Douglas T. Pitman, 
Neil Martin, Paul Quinney, Richard 
Toomey, Eldin Joy, Donald Pearson, 
Reinhold Pfeifer, Charles Swan, Gerald 
Ellsworth, John Ryan, Pasquale De- 
luaca, James Hill, Warren Foss, John 
Cobb, and George Galanes.
A  Christmas party will be held Fri­
day night at James Hall with Dr. Id- 
dle’s famous salad being served at 6:30 
p.m.
Thirty NE Colleges Attend 
SDA Convention in Boston
Thirty New England colleges were 
invited to attend a two-day convention 
of Students of Democratic Action and 
the newly formed Massachusetts chap­
ter of Americans for Democratic A c­
tion in Boston on December 13. On 
the agenda were a review of activities, 
including a campaign in support of 
the Marshall Plan and opposition to 
Universal Military Training.
Anyone at U N H  wishing to learn 
more about Students for Democratic 
Action may contact Harold Hender­
son at W est Hall.
EAST-WEST HALL
The Saturdaj'- night ho^se dance at 
East-W est was one of the finest ever 
put on by the boys of East-W est Hall.
The lounge was cleared of excess 
furniture affd a brightly decorated 
Christmas tree stood in the place of 
honor. €
Dick Brouillard and his Social Com­
mittee did a splendid job in handling 
the dance. Refreshments were served 
at intermission to the boys and their 
dates.
Mrs. Edwards, East-W est house di­
rector, acted as chaperone. *
at
G ra n t ’s
W H E R E  W H O L E SO M E  H OM E-CO O K ED  FOOD HAS BEEN SERVED TO G ENERATIONS OF UNH STUDENTS
CLUB NOTES
Come and try it. It’s Duplicate 
Bridge, to be played at 7:00 p.m. to­
night, Dec. 18, in the Organization 
Room, Common^.
Phi Lambda Phi was addressed last 
Wednesday 'night by Dr. O. T. Zim­
merman .of the Chemistry Depart­
ment. Dr. Zimmerman spoke enter­
tainingly about the current .problems 
of the human race. His talk was fol­
lowed by a spirited discussion and re­
freshments.
The Occupational Therapy Club 
gave a Christmas party to 25 patients 
from the Portsmouth Rehabilitation 
Center on Thursday night in the Pine 
Room  of Ballard Hall. The enter­
tainment was provided by Mrs. 
Schoolcraft who presented a mari­
onette show and a youthful dancer 
from Portsmouth. Miss Doris W il­
kins, advisor, directed the proceedings.
NO TICE
Commuters will hold their dance 
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Tyrone Powers and Alice Faye
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|  ALWAYS M ILDER 
1  BETTER TASTING 
d  COOLER SMOKING
Notch Suggestion Box 
Craves New Ideas
Last week at the initial opening of 
the suggestion box in Ye Olde Durham 
Notch, a multitude of various and 
sundry suggestions hit us smack be­
tween the eyes. In response to one 
very popular suggestion, the adminis­
trators at the Notch have been “ drop­
ping dead” in such great numbers that 
H ood House is filled to capacity. W e 
wish to thank all those who so gra­
ciously deposited cigarette, butts. (I 
haven’t bought a pack of cigarettes in 
the last week.)
In all seriousness, we would appre­
ciate it if everyone would offer some 
real constructive criticism. It was 
built for your benefit so let’s give them 
all the help you can.
ELECTIONS
(continued from page 1)
man and Mary Noyes; Secretary, Eve­
lyn Blish.
Student Council has not as yet an­
nounced what will be done with the 
tie votes for the office of vice-president 
in the class of 1947, or for the office of 
treasurer in the class of 1951.
The misunderstanding about the 
Student Council Constitution and the 
ASO  Constitution can be cleared up. 
The Student Council Constitution is 
now void and not in effect due to ir­
regularities in voting procedure. The 
ASO  Constitution is awaiting ratifica­
tion by the Board of Trustees, and at 
present is in effect. The changes to 
the ASO Constitution voted upon by 
the Student Body have been written 
into the Constittuion and approved.
An announcement will shortly be 
made as to what will be done about 
the Student Council Constitution.
N H HISTORY
(continued from page 1)
humor which has always characterized 
such efforts.
The New Hampshire contrasted the 
compulsory chapel attendance (1910) 
with the values of the voluntary reli­
gious groups and said: “ Men go there 
(chapel) because they have to; they 
slide into their seats at the last m o­
ment in many places, listen or not to 
what is being said, and then go out 
with less mental result than if they 
sp'ent as much time in a recitation 
room, or out of doors.
The College Monthly had improved 
both in size and in content during 
President Gibbs’ administration, and 
the editors concluded that a monthly 
publication was no longer adequate. 
The new weekly was started in the 
college year 1911-1912. It did not pro­
vide much more space than the form­
er College Monthly but as a newspa­
per, it eliminated the practice of print­
ing stories and long articles of a more 
literary nature and so left more space 
for news. The new venture involved 
a considerable increase in cost but al­
so opened up greater possibilities of 
income from advertising. The College 
Monthly usually ran into debt each 
year. The alumni issue of December, 
1910, enabled the College Monthly to 
pay off all its debts and even to turn 
over a small surplus to the New 
Hampshire. The new paper was a 
four-page sheet with four columns to 
the page. The front page carried most 
of the news while the second and third 
pages contained some editorials and a 
little news and much advertising. The 
last page was all advertising with the 
exception of a little box  which usually 
contained a series of local items and 
one or two jokes.
In 1914, the New Hampshire an­
nounced with pride that it was send­
ing assignments to reporters and col­
lecting news through a network of 
wireless sets in two fraternities, the 
Pettee block and the rooms of several 
individual enthusiasts.
In 1917, a week before the declara­
tion of war, an alumni issue of the 
New Hampshire was published. It 
contained a series of articles dealing 
with the departments of the college 
and proposed and debated a dozen im­
provements in their work. Am ong 
these proposals were a summer school, 
graduate courses, more and better 
athletics, and a more active and spi­
ritually lively religious effort.
Letter to the Editor:
(continued from page 3)
speech so that some of the contents 
of the speeches of both talkers might 
be put in an article.
However, since no one in the office 
had facts about Shirmer’s speech, I 
looked up the article which appeared 
in the Union the following day of Mr. 
Shirmer’s speech. But in all that ar­
ticle, there was only one quoted sen­
tence and two phrase quotes; all the
rest was opinion of the person who 
sent in that “ Special to the Union.” 
It was a definitely one sided report of 
the whole affair from which a reader 
could get no actual facts and which 
revealed only the usual debunking 
attitude.
Aside from thinking this is no way 
to intelligently oppose Communism, I 
feel Mr. Loeb’s statement and the 
reality as shown by that article, in no 
way coincided. Taking that fact, to­
gether with Mr. Loeb’s, Wallace and I 
Sharply editorials, I ’m inclined to j 
agree with Fred Jervis, who remarked 
during the question period that he 
couldn’t reconcile Mr. Loeb ’s speech 
with the things he wrote, and asked 
Mr. Loeb if he really were a liberal.
You said “yes” , Mr. Loeb, but I 




All Senior Proofs must be returned 
by tomorrow, Friday, Dec. 19, Room 
305, Ballard Hall. Any Senior who 
has not had his picture taken should 
i also report at the same time for an 
appointment.
Black Navy Shoes picked up at Dur­
ham Shoe Repair Friday afternoon, 
Dec. 12. One 8J2D and one 9D. W ill 
owner of 8j^D shoe claim it at Dur­
ham Shoe Repair and leave the 9D.
Copyright 1947, L iggett &  M yers T obacco C o .
" I  FIND CHESTERFIELDS  
GIVE ME THE MOST
S M O K IN G  PLEASURE
STAR O F  T H E  H A L  W A L L I S  P R O D U C T I O  
F O R  P A R A M O U N T  R E L E A S E
“ I WALK A L O N E ’ *
